The media of 14 regions of the aorta and 3 regions of the pulmonary artery of dogs were subjected to a step-function circumferential stretch taking 20 msec to complete. The tension rose synchronously with the increase in circumference, then dropped exponentially to a reasonably steady state within 2 sec. A mathematical model, developed consistent with this stress-relaxation curve, showed how to use the tension curves to measure a viscous, a serieselastic, and a parallel-elastic constant unique for a given curve. These constants were compared with the microscopic structure of the same or similar segments; collagen was determined as hydroxyproline in a water soluble fraction, elastin as hydroxyproline in the residue and from the width and number of elastic lamellae, and muscle from the nitrogen content of a nonfibrous fraction, from cell counts and from contractility. The constituents varied widely and independently enough to permit correlating viscous and elastic constants with microscopic structure. The viscous and series-elastic constants were higher where muscle content was high, and increased markedly when the muscle was tonically contracted. The parallel-elastic constant was high when elastin was high and in the presence of contracted muscle, but seemed independent of collagen content, at the moderate tensions tested.
in a ground substance. It is logical to suppose that circumferential visco-elastic properties of arterial walls depend upon the properties of these components. A model developed recently by the author 1 is based on this supposition, although detailed data correlating viscoelasticity of an intact arterial wall with the amount of each component in the wall are sparse. 2 " 7 There are, for example, no studies of the structure of arteries with measured visco-elasticity in the desired circumferential direction. Such studies are necessary, how-105 ever, to develop the model fully and to use it as a resource for analyzing aortic pressure curves. The model, therefore, suggested the present study and served as a guide in experimental design and analysis of data. The results of the experiments not only showed correlations between the amounts of various components and the magnitude of viscous and elastic components, but also put the model to test, showing its range of validity.
The study is reported here in three parts. The first deals with methods and their justification. The second part presents quantitative estimates of the amounts of collagen, of elastin and of muscle in the media of the pulmonary artery and aorta. The third part deals with one viscous and two elastic constants measured (a) when the smooth muscle was relaxed and ( b ) when it was contracted. Since the amount of each component in the aortic media varies with the distance from the valve and differs from that in the pulmonary artery, it was possible to correlate viscous and elastic constants with microscopic structure and also with the functional state of the muscle.
PART I. METHODS USED AND THEIR JUSTIFICATION
A. Methods of Estimating Microscopic Structure
PREPARATION OF ARTERIAL SEGMENTS
Tubular segments 1 to 3 cm in length, were removed during sodium pentobarbital anesthesia from three regions of the pulmonary arteries and from 16 regions of the aortas of two mongrel dogs weighing 39 and 44 pounds. Aortic segments were identified by distance from the valve and by regions: ascending (ASA), arch (ARA), descending (DTA), and abdominal (DAA). Segments of pulmonary arteries were removed from the main vessel (MPA), and its right (RPA), and left (LPA) branches. Included, also, were MPA, LPA, and RPA segments from young dogs, in some of which the LPA had been partially occluded seven months before (Covell and Moulder, unpublished data).
A loosely adherent outer layer (adventitia) was identified by a cleavage plane, as recommended by Hass, 8 and dissected away. Chemical and histological examination revealed its collagenous GrtuUtioo R«e»rcb. Vol. XJX, July 1966 nature; it contained only a trace of elastin and no identifiable elastic lamellae or muscle cells except those in feeding arterioles. The remaining arterial wall was surrounded with a narrow (20 /*) adherent layer of collagen exterior to the outermost elastic lamellae and also contained identifiable collagen imbedded in the media. There was no way to remove this adherent collagen without also removing elastic lamellae. Therefore, this collagen will be spoken of as part of the media; it was most conspicuous in the DAA and MPA. The adventitia, however, was removed because it interfered with the present study for two reasons. First, if left in place, its high collagen content would mask independent variations in the "medial" collagen. This masking might introduce errors into the interpretation of the source of visco-elastic constants, should the "medial" collagen contribute significantly to visco-elasticity at the moderate range of tensions used in this study. Second, the relation between visco-elasticity and muscle and elastin content was clearer after removal of the loosely adherent layer which slipped with respect to the media during visco-elasticity tests.
DETERMINATIONS OF ELASTIN, COLLAGEN AND MUSCLE a) Codagsn
The amount of collagen in these segments was determined by measuring the hydroxyproline content of collagen extractable from dry, fat-free homogenized specimens according to the method of Neuman and Logan. 0 Determinations were performed in duplicate. The concentration of collagen in each specimen was computed from the relation:
% hydroxyproline in the elastin fraction X 7.16 = * collagen (1) 
b) Elastin
The amount of elastin in each region was determined in three ways. First, the hydroxyproline content in the insoluble residue remaining after collagen extraction was determined. 9 The hydroxyproline content was converted to elastin content from the relation: % hydroxyproline in the elastin fraction X 60 = « elastin (2) Second, weak alkaline hydrolysis with 0.2 molar NaOH at 0° (for 16 hours) of the dry fatfree specimens yielded residues containing only elastin. However, Neuman and Logan 9 report that this procedure hydrolyzes some elastin, thereby reducing the detectable elastin in the residues. Nevertheless, nitrogen determinations by a micro-Kjeldahl method were done on these residues to obtain measurements comparable with those of Harkness et al. 4 The relation:
% nitrogen X 7.12* = % elastin
provided another set of elastin determinations. Third, the width and number of elastic lamellae determined from histological sections were measured with a phase contrast microscope and unitron scale.
c) MutcU
The amount of muscle in each specimen was estimated also in three ways. First, the total protein concentration in each region was found from % nitrogen X 6.25 and the relation:
where K is assumed constant for all vessels tested. The quantity K + % muscle was taken as the amount of nonfibrous N-containing substances in the arterial wall. The assumption of constant K is undoubtedly incorrect, but the variability may still not be great enough to invalidate the conclusions drawn from the results. Second, each region was tested functionally for muscle by measuring contractility.
To make this test valid, it was necessary to find a set of conditions compatible with the detection of maximal contractility of the muscle in the arterial segments. The precautions taken were based on experience with iris muscles. 11 The artery was not stretched at all between the time of resection and the time when slight stretch was imposed in the testing apparatus in order to induce a suitable initial tension, IT. Temperature (37°C), pH (7.2 to 7.4), ions (mammalian Ringer's solution), glucose (2 mg/cc), and aeration were controlled. The dimensions of segments were measured with the specimen submerged in this bath in a blood counting chamber, the grid of which served as a scale, the whole being viewed with a dissecting microscope.
The IT suitable for obtaining maximal contractility was found from dose-response curves, with phenylephrine hydrochloride (Neo-synephrine) as the stimulus, because other vasoactive drugs are usually less stable at 37°. A dose of 4 /tg/ec and IT = 7 grams/cm for pulmonary, IT = 21 grams/cm for aorta were optimal for producing maximal tensions in most specimens while higher doses often caused irreversible changes and were therefore considered harmful.
The arterial segments were supported in the bath by two vertical rods hooked at the lower free ends ( fig. 1 ). This arrangement kept the lumen vertical and permitted circumferential stretch with one rod, b, manipulated laterally either manually or with a solenoid. The other rod, a, was at the lower free end of a straight ribbon of phosphor bronze spring with a bending modulus 180 times that of aorta. Four strain gauges, two on each side of the spring, were arranged in a bridge for maximal resistance change with a given spring deformation. The output from the bridge was recorded on an Offner dynograph monitored by an oscilloscope. The system was calibrated with weights to register tension changes in the vascular wall in grams within an error of 0.77*. The spring deformation was 0.4% of the change in arterial circumference.
For measuring tension changes in response to Neo-synephrine, the drug was added in divided doses to the bath to and beyond the maximal tension change (AT). From the relation: fcx% muscle (5) where k is another constant, the amount of muscle in each arterial region could be estimated. Responsive specimens were fixed in 10% formalin, embeded in paraffin and sectioned at 6 //,, for 
FIGURE I
Diagram of apparatus. Arterial segment, D, is supported by two vertical rods, a and b. Rod a is attached to the lower free end of a straight ribbon of phosphor bronze spring, A, to which resistance strain gauges are bonded. This system serves as a stress transducer. At B and C there are solenoids mounted so that any vibrations induced in B or C will not be transmitted to the stress transducer. Rod b can be manipulated laterally to induce stretch which can be maintained while additional stretch intervals (SI) can be superimposed on the steady stretch. Solenoid C is energized to bring about these SI of known dimensions. At B is the release solenoid. The segment was kept immersed just below the surface of an aerated solution of regulated ionic and pH strength.
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the third estimate of muscle content of the arterial regions. Nuclei were counted in sections stained with haematoxylin and eosin while an estimate of the relative number of fibroblasts and muscle cells was made in sections stained with phosphotungstic acid haematoxylin (PTAH). Originally reported by Mallory 12 as a successful stain for myofibrils, it was modified by Cummings and Toms (unpublished data) for greater reliability. The method used here differed from the original method principally in the ripening procedure. The PTAH was allowed to ripen spontaneously for at least six months without the addition of any oxidizer.
B. Methods of Measuring Viscous and Elastic Constants of Arteries Containing Viable Muscle
This section will be divided into two parts; one (a) to cover the experimental techniques, the second (b) to show how the model was used to develop the rationale for the laboratory procedures and the analysis of data.
(a) PROCEDURE
To minimize muscle effects, 27 specimens obtained from 13 dogs were tested after one hour in mammalian Ringer's solution with the CaCL> replaced by EDTA, buffered to pH 7.2 with Tris and kept at 37°C. To keep muscle intact and to test its effect on visco-elastic constants, 46 arterial segments from 27 other dogs were stored at 4°C for a maximum of three hours and tested at 37°C in mammalian Ringer's solution before and after the addition of 4 fig/cc Neo-synephrine.
Smooth muscle survives storage at 4°C better than at higher temperatures and acclimates to 37°w ithin 10 minutes. 1 " In all these segments (IT + AT)/IT was determined before measuring tie constants a lt a 2 and 77. These values for (IT + AT) /IT are included in table 1. All animals were sacrificed after use.
A cleavage plane was easily found along most of the aorta representing a gross boundary between adventitia and media, as Hass 8 reported. Below 17 cm from the valve, this cleavage plane was less noticeable, but still distinguishable.
To test the effect of loose adventitia on measurements of visco-elasticity, viscous and elastic constants of 17 pairs of adjacent aortic segments 1.5 cm in length, one of the pair with the adventitia removed, were compared. The measurements were done at tensions corresponding to intraluminal pressures of less than 100 mm Hg. All other tests were on segments 1 to 3 cm in length with adventitia removed since the viscous and elastic constants in this tension range seemed independent of this layer. Upon resection, the blood vessels shrank in length, L, and diameter, 2r, but the wall thickness, h, increased. In a bath of Ringer's solution at 37°, the segments relaxed somewhat, as reported by Zatzman et al. 2 Dimensions of the segments were measured in this more relaxed condition. The circumference before stretch will be referred to as l lQ and after stretch as 1^. The cross-sectional area of the media, h X l l3 and the length, L, were taken as constant. In segments with the adventitia adherent, this assumption could not apply since this layer slid over the media at the cleavage line, shrinking markedly in length, L, when the circumference of the artery was stretched. This may explain why the adventitia failed to contribute appreciably to constants measured in these studies: the adventitia became rearranged, its length, L, shorter and its circumference, ly, longer, with no resultant tension. Specimens were handled gently after being measured to reduce chances of inadvertent stretching.
During studies of visco-elasticity the specimens were supported in solution by the two vertical rods in figure 1. One rod was attached to the soft iron core common to two solenoids, one at each end of the core. Energizing one solenoid at a time forced the core (and therefore the attached rod supporting the specimen) laterally to induce an increase or decrease of the arterial circumference. The deformation took place with negligible vibration and was close to a stepfunction, with a time constant of 12 msec ( fig. 2 ). The other supporting rod was attached to the stress transducer of figure 1 which registered the tension changes accompanying the deformation. From the distance between the rods associated with a just noticeable tension, the circumference, / 1Q , could be checked. From the known length or arterial segments, the force per unit length (tension) induced by a known increase in circumference could be calculated in grams/cm. The dynograph registering the tensions was monitored by an oscilloscope for greater accuracy in the determination of the time constants of transients. Otherwise, the dynograph tracing gave all information required for the present study. Magnification of the tracing with a photographic enlarger further increased the accuracy of measurements.
The lumen of the arterial segment was stretched slightly to a circumference, lx, where it registered a small initial tension, IT. The range of IT was 2 to 7 g/cm for pulmonary artery and 6 to 15 g/cm for aorta. During this maneuver the "release" solenoid was energized. When the IT had reached a steady value, the "stretch" solenoid was energized, stretching the vascular circumference by an interval, SI, of 0.2 to 1.0 mm, or a maximal SI of 2.3% of Z/.
Tension registered in the arterial "media" followed the usual stress-relaxation form 2 (fig. 2) . It rose to a maximum, T^j , simultaneous with the forcing. The tension then dropped immedi-
FIGURE 2
Record A, travelling from right to left, shows the time course of tension changes in the phosphor bronze spring when it is deformed sufficiently to register tensions comparable to those developed in arterial specimens such as aorta in B and pulmonary artery in C. A ring of wet silk substitutes for the artery in record A, where the solenoid core moved 8 X 10~* cm and shows no stress relaxation; the aorta was stretched 0.06 cm in B and the pulmonary artery 0.11 cm in C; both show stress relaxation. Artifacts at 1 and 2 signify "stretch" and "release" respectively. In record A the artifacts appear synchronous with the initial tension changes; in B and C an interval of about 20 msec intervenes. The solenoid core moves with a velocity of about 5 cm sec'. Thus, the time interval between artifact and tension record is 4 X 10-' sec in A; or too fast for detection on this tracing. Irregularities throughout tension records were caused by aerating and warming the bath. They introduce errors in tension readings of the stress relaxation curve of the two arteries amounting to about 1.5% in some cases, but were minimized by reading, under magnification, halfway between the peaks and troughs. In record A, the stress-transducer spring did not vibrate after stretch or release. In record C, however, the specimen did vibrate at point 3, shortly after the stretch. The vibration appears as a broad band in the tracing, instead of the more narrow line of the rest of the record. This band introduces an error into the computation of b t from the time constant. To minimize this error, b g was computed from a line midway between the upper and lower margin of the band. The vertical calibration in C equals 5.7 g of tension; the horizontal calibrations in A and C equal 0.2 second. Measurements were made with a synchronized curvilinear scale under 10x magnification (see fig. 3 ).
ately along an essentially exponential course even though the deformation was kept constant. After this exponential course, which lasted about three seconds, the tension continued to drop slightly, finally reaching a steady level within two minutes. The tension reached at one second was taken as T mln , or the minimum tension of physiological interest.
After the steady stretch tension was reached, the circumference was released to the l\ it had before stretch. Simultaneous with this release the tension dropped to a level considerably below its value at that l\ before stretch. Then the tension started up and within 40 seconds had reached a steady value which matched the original IT within the accuracy of the measuring devices. This stretch-release procedure was repeated at the same IT until T mnl) T mln and transients were reproducible. Then the specimen, with the release solenoid energized, was stretched to give a new IT equal to the T mln obtained above. This meant stretching the specimen to a new length Z", such that
The SI chosen was smaller for aortic than for pulmonary artery segments since the elastic modulus of the aorta is higher and SI was not permitted to exceed 2.3%. When the new IT was steady, the stretch-release cycles were repeated. Thus, increasing initial tensions were used until a range of tensions including but not exceeding in vivo levels had been investigated. For pulmonary artery, the range was up to 40 g/cm; for aorta, up to 90 g/cm. Similar tests were carried out at decreasing IT levels to check reproducibility.
In EDTA, specimens usually reached a steady state after two cycles, giving a x°, a 2 0 , etc. The first stretch-release cycle at 37° in Ringer's solution gave the single-primed constants, ef u a\, etc.; the steady state series (usually the fourth or fifth series) gave the double-primed constants, a"i, a" 2 , etc. The specimen was released to a low tension and Neo-synephrine was added to bring the bath concentration to 4 fig/cc which previous tests showed induced highest tensions. Higher doses in these previously stretched specimens seemed deleterious to specimens, failing to induce maximal tensions. The drug in the chosen dose raised tension and decreased Z 1() , again measured by the distance between the rods of the apparatus in figure 1 (corrected for the dimensions of the rods, of course). Stretch-release cycles in Neo-synephrine gave asterisked constants, o* 1; a* 2 , etc. Again the SI was kept below 2.3%.
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FIGURE 3
Time course of tension changes in wall of pulmonary artery in response to a stepfunction increase in length at 1 and a decrease in length at 2. Record goes from right to left; vertical calibrations are 0.57 g tension; horizontal calibrations are 02 second. Dimension of specimen before stretch: L = 1.2 cm, Z, (external circumference) = 6.91 cm; wall thickness, h = 0.13 cm. For this record, arterial circumference, l t = 7.72 cm and IT = 19.12 g. An artifact at 1 is synchronous with onset of current in stretch solenoid; at 2, in release solenoid. The stretch interval, SI := 0.08 cm. Immediately after stretch, tension rises to peak, T max , then drops with a slight vibration at 3 to a steady state tension after 3 or 4 seconds. The tension at 1 second is taken as T min . Ten seconds after stretch, the circumference was released at point 2. The tension dropped below IT, then rose to match it after several seconds. The apparatus was not suitable for measuring the time constant of the return of tension, but the stress-relaxation after stretch could be analyzed. The time constant was computed from a line drawn, under magnification, midway between the upper and lower boundaries of the band tracing at 3. From T maa and the dimensions, the quantity, a t + a t , was found as q, + a, = 7.70 X 980/(1.2 X 0.13 x 0.08) = 6.06 x 10' dynes/cm'. From T mtn = 4.16 g, the a t was computed as a t = 4.16 x 980/(12 x 0.13 X0.08) -3.28 X 10 s dynes/cm*. The time required for tension to drop 1/eth of the interval between T maa and T min gives l/b i of relation 13. This was l/b f = 0.17 seconds giving b t = 6 sec-1 . Since a t^= a 1 -\-a t -a v a s = 2.78 X 10' dynes/cm'. Since a t /b t = r,, we get r, = 2.78 X 17 xlO s -47 X 10 s poise/cm. The Young's modulus, M, is related to a t as so that M for this segment is M = 3.28 X 6.91 X 10 s = 2.28 X 10 s dynes/cm*.
FIGURE 4
Model of the wall of large arteries consisting of elastic rods R } and R, and a viscous rod G. The elastic rods have cross-sectional areas S t and S t and rest lengths I, and I, . The viscous rod has cross-sectional area S s and undisturbed length l 3 . By joining B to B' and D to D', the model can be curved to encircle a lumen of circumference l t . The elastic constants are E t and E t and the viscous constant is g. The precise meaning of these constants can be found in a previous publication. 1 Grcnlauon Roeaich, Vol. XIX July 1966
<b) USE OF THE MODEL FOR ANALYZING THE RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS
The model used in obtaining viscous and elastic constants from the stress-relaxation curves and length-tension relationships has been described by Apter. 1 The present data are sufficiently consistent with the model to justify using it here. In brief, the model ( fig. 4 ) consists of three simple mechanical elements: 2 elastic rods Ri and R 2 of elastic moduli E t and E 2 , crosssectional areas S t and S 2 and minimal length 1 1Q and In respectively; one viscous rod, G, with rest length lg , cross section S 8 and coefficient of viscosity, g. Elements such as the one in figure  4 encircle arteries in the model. They may also run longitudinally, but only encircling ones are considered here. A vessel segment 1 cm in length with a wall 1 cm thick is taken to have 1%! of R x and n? of R 2 + G. The minimal rod lengths are encountered in the vessel before any imposed stretch. The model includes the possi-no APTER, RABINOWITZ, CUMMINGS bility that these minimal lengths may change if the condition of, for example, the muscle should change. The stretched lengths, Z 1; Z 2 , Zg, are all, of course, greater than the minimal lengths. This means that
What is more, R x entirely encircles the lumen (as do elastic lamellae and muscle) so that Z x is the circumference of the arterial wall. When the circumference is l iff) then the radius is r 0 ; when the circumference is l u then the radius is r. From geometry, then, we have
fully derived by the author, 1 the change in the length of rod R 2 is described as a function of time Elastic constants, a x and a?, are related to the properties of rods R x and R 2 as
If the model is correct in assuming that muscle contributes to a lt a 2 , and g, then a change in the state of the muscle should change, not only 1 1Q , but all the other constants as well.
Let us consider what would happen to the model of figure 4 without regard, for the time being, for the contribution made by any particular element, immediately after a fast stretch in the circumference of such a tube. For one thing, both elastic rods Rj and R 2 would be stretched an equal amount so that
where l x -lx Q is the increase in arterial circumference brought about when the stretch solenoid is energized. The force per unit length of artery is the sum of all the restoring forces in the elastic elements in the wall. Using the model, this would be the force constants a t and a 2 multiplied by the change in length of the elastic rods. Immediately after stretch, then, T mnx , the force registered by the stress transducer in figure 1 is, for a wall of thickness, h, with Z x -l lQ being the imposed change in length. Since T mai was measured and Z^ -Zj was known and carefully controlled, a value for the quantity (oj+ a 2 ) could be computed using equation 11 . According to the model, and in keeping with the actual behavior of the arterial wall, the tension registered by the stress transducer falls because 1% decreases even though the circumference of the arterial wall is kept at its stretched length Z x . This decrease in Z 2 comes about because the restoring force in all the elastic rods R 2 is used up to stretch the viscous rods G. As much as Z2 decreases, so much does tj increase. As already where l* 2 is simply the length of l 2 immediately after the imposed stretch. Expression 12 shows that tj decreases exponentially with a rate constant, b 2 , defined as b 2 = E 2 S 2 l 3 (13) which was computed from the tracings as described in the legend of figure 3 .
With just one more measurement from the stress-relaxation curve, it will be possible to use equation 13 along with the (01 + 02) computed from the data using equation 11 to find all the wanted elastic and viscous constants of the arterial wall. This measurement is the steady state tension reached after Z? has returned to its length Z 2() . Expression 12 tells us that this occurs when die exponent is large, or after a long time, if b 2 is small. The steady tension is the minimal tension T mlB . Since at that tension R 2 is not under any deformation, there will not be any contribution to tensions from these series elastic elements. Only the parallel elastic elements R x will contribute and they are still at their original stretched length l v Thus
With T mln measured from the tension tracing and h measured before stretch, for a known Z x -1 1Q , as before, the a y can be computed from equation 14 . The computed quantities, then are (15) o Obviously Oo can be found by subtracting a x from (a x + 0 2 ) . Dividing a^ by b 2 , gives a value for the viscosity, 77, with i 3o .
Other data may be obtained from the records of these experiments as the development of this model has already indicated. 1 For example, die ratio foj = a x r] could be computed from the time constant of the rise in tension occurring after release of tension. Also, the time constant of higher ratios of rods of the R 2 type to viscosities of the G type could be found from the time constant of the long, slow drop in tension occurring after T m | D was reached. However, only equations 9, 13 and 14 were used in the present study since they seemed to be adequate for finding viscoelastic constants applicable to the one cycle per second in vivo strains. The values of elastic and viscous constants were taken while arterial segments were under tensions not exceeding those experienced in vivo. This range was 30 to 90 g/cm for aorta and 2 to 38 g/cm for pulmonary artery. From the relation P = T/r and the conversion factor, 980, for grams into dynes and the factor, 7.5 X 10" 4 for dynes into mm Hg, the tension could be converted into mm Hg as P = T x 980 X 7.5 X 10-4
Since the dimensions of pressure are g/cm 2 , T is expressed in g/cm. The lengdi-tension relationship for one segment from the pulmonary artery under a variety of environmental conditions is depicted in figure 5 . IT shows the usual nonlinear relationship. However, between tensions of 12 and 48 g/cm, the slope is easily obtained and is very nearly constant. This slope gave a x°, a/', and a x *. The amounts of arterial elastin, collagen, and muscle determined quantitatively by chemical, physiological, and histological methods are listed in table 1. The mean of four determinations on each of 16 aortic regions and the mean of 8 determinations on 3 pulmonary artery regions are compared. Although this represents a small number of determinations in a single arterial region 1.5 to 2 cm long, it represents a larger number, of course, if the regions are taken as 5 or more centimeters in length. Values in neighboring regions were often similar (P<0.01) so that by a paired comparison test the differences and similarities, where they existed, were highly significant (P<0.001). Like the determinations of Harkness et al., 4 the present ones varied appreciably from region to region (table 1) . Except for the aortic arch region, the elastin decreased, but collagen and muscle increased down the aorta. The increase in collagen was much more marked than the decrease in elastin. The pulmonary artery, on the other hand, had a low elastin, low collagen and high muscle content. The aortic arch had the high collagen and high muscle content characteristic of the carotid and subclavian arteries which branch off from it, but had the high elastin content of the neighboring aorta. Partially occluded left pulmonary artery had the lowest elastin content of all, with a muscle content resembling normal LPA. Thus, elastin, collagen, and muscle concentrations differ widely without consistent correlations among them. Therefore, these specimens were considered suitable for testing the contribution of each of these three wall components to measured visco-elasticity.
The histological examinations confirmed the chemical and physiological determinations of muscle content. The myofibrils in muscle cells were stained deep blue in PTAH and the number of such fibrillar cells seemed com-patible with the number of nuclei counted in haematoxylin and eosin stained sections ( fig.  6 ), although this was not quantified at this time. The numerous muscle cells could be distinguished from the more sparse fibroblasts by blue myofibrils, and by a much longer nucleus with more delicate chromatin and nuclear membrane. The muscle nuclei were often wrinkled by contraction of the cytoplasm, as illustrated by Luft. 18 The counted number of muscle cells paralleled the muscle content found chemically as K + % muscle in expression 4 and physiologically as k X % muscle from expression 5. Even the visibly high content in the aortic arch was confirmed by all methods used to estimate it. Thus the histological 
( 2) Phosphotungstic acid haematoxylin (PTAH) stain of segments from the aorta of a dog. A shows segment obtained from the aorta 3 cm from the aortic valve; B shows segment 10 cm from the valve; C shows segment IS cm from the valve. Down the aorta the cellular elements, arrow 2, increase in number and the elastic lamellae, arrow 1, decrease in thickness, but not in number density; lamellae appear as wrinkled lines. Note also the increased wrinkling where muscle content was high (abdominal aorta in C).
Grcuktion Renarcb, Vol. XDC, July 1966 approximation of muscle content was consistent with the quantitative chemical and physiological measurements. The appearance of elastic lamellae, seen as red refractile lines in these sections, did not differ from the descriptions by Benninghoff. 14 It is significant for studying visco-elasticity that the elastic lamellae were wrinkled, more so near the intima than elsewhere (in agreement with Van Citters et al., 15 Wolinsky and Glagov 18 and Bunce 17 ). It is possible, for example, that straight elastic lamellae, alone, contribute to a measured elastic modulus while wrinkled ones contribute more to an apparent viscosity; in other words, resistance to unwrinkling is dissipated with time. Further studies are needed to clarify this point.
The more wrinkled lamellae were thicker and more uniform in width than the straighter ones. Thinning and discontinuities of the outer lamellae in cross section need not be attributed to fragmentation of the lamellae. Rather, these irregularities could be explained by fenestrations seen on longitudinal section and reported by Benninghoff. 14 The thickness of lamellae estimated with phase-contrast microscopy are listed in table 1 and illustrated in figure 6 . Near the intima, the width was 1.3 to 1.5 times the width elsewhere. The thickness of these wider lamellae ranged from 5 to 6.7 fi in the ascending aorta to 3.5 to 5 fi in the abdominal. As table 1 reveals, the number of lamellae per millimeter of wall thickness did not vary along the aorta. This suggests that the decrease in elastin found chemically down the aorta was due to the thinning, not to the decrease in number, of elastic lamellae. Even the pulmonary artery, with its very low elastin concentration seemed to have the same number of lamellae per unit thickness of wall although the lamellae were noticeably thinner than in the aorta.
Some delicate bundles of fibers, pink staining in PTAH, among the elastic lamellae were probably collagen, but they do not show up in the photomicrographs in figure 6. It was not possible to estimate the amount of collagen from the histological sections, even with the acid Schiff stain.
APTEft, RABINOWITZ, CUMMINGS
The numerical estimates of the muscle power were taken as the most reliable measure of muscle although arterial muscle may vary in inotropism to a particular drug from artery to artery and even from region to region of the same artery. The other tests were considered less reliable because the chemical test assumed a constant ratio of muscle to ground substance and the cell count assumed a constant ratio of muscle to fibroblasts. The correlations among the several methods is depicted in figure 7 . It shows a roughly linear relationship with an intercept at about 40%, which, from equation 4, says that 60% of the nonfibrous protein in the arterial wall seems to be muscle. The physiological test was linear with the cell count but with a P value of 0.05, which leaves some doubt, perhaps, about the significance of the correlation.
The chemical determinations of elastin and collagen by the Neuman and Logan 9 method were assumed to be the most reliable of these measurements. The histological confirmation found in the measured thickness of elastic lamellae increased confidence in these studies 
Plot of the amount of muscle measured by contractility (IT + AT)/IT versus the amount of muscle determined chemically as nonfibrous protein (lower scale, dots) and versus the number of cells per sq mm (upper scale, crosses). The relation is roughly linear with an intercept at (IT + 6.T)/IT at K+% muscle = 41%. This intercept suggests that about 40% of the nonfibrous N-containing substances in arterial walls is not detectable as muscle by the physiological test of contractility used here.
as a basis for a correlation between anatomical constituents and measured visco-elasticity.
SOURCES OF ERROR
The determinations of muscle concentration were the most likely to be in error. Muscular contractility might vary from region to region as much from a difference in inotropism to the chosen drug as from an actual difference in muscle power. In addition, the muscle of a given region may respond differently to a given dose of drug, depending on conditions existing before excision, such as anesthesia or pathology or excessive handling to which smooth muscle is very sensitive in vitro. The present experiments would not pick up such variability. An effort was made to minimize these errors by the outlined in vitro precautions and by obtaining a dose-response curve on each specimen. At 4 /xg/cc, all specimens listed in table 1 seemed to have reached maximal response tension to Neo-synephrine.
The chemical determinations of muscle content are the least reliable, but are interesting because they suggest the ratio of nonmuscular to muscular nonfibrous elements that might be expected from studies designed to determine this ratio more accurately.
The cell counts were in error because arterial walls contain fibroblasts as well as muscle cells, although the PTAH stained sections suggest that the latter far outnumber the former. From previous reports of the frequency of fibroblasts relative to muscle cells, 14 it is likely that the cell counts are in error by about 5%. The error would be greatest in a vascular wall containing high concentrations of collagen since fibroblasts are probably more numerous in such areas. A still more significant error lies in the assumption that the number of muscle cells is an indication of muscle power. This assumption is invalid for tissues containing smooth muscle cells of various sizes. The relation found between cell counts and muscle contractility ( fig. 7) increases the confidence that the cell counts are informative about muscle power, but the possibility of errors in both measurements must be kept in mind.
Discussion
In general, the results of these studies confirm the findings of Harkness et al., 4 who, however, retained adventitia in their studies. The lower values for collagen found in the present study are consistent with the method used here to remove the adventitia. Since a detailed correlation between visco-elasticity and anatomy was the aim of this study, and since removal of the adventitia seemed necessary for this purpose, the details of table 1 will be referred to in Part III where the visco-elastic constants are reported. The present results are also consistent with the demonstration of a high muscle content in the arch and abdominal aorta by Peterson et al. 5 using norepinephrine in vivo.
The study did verify that the arteries tested would be suitable for the stated purposes since a wide range of muscle concentration was apparently independent of the amount of other elements and since collagen and elastin differed independently, too. A large amount of muscle, for example, occurred sometimes with high collagen (DAA), sometimes with high elastin (ARA), and some-times with low values of both (MPA). This diversity will help elucidate the contribution of muscle to viscous components in the wall. Since the same amount of collagen was found with differing amounts of elastin (ASA and DTA), some deductions about the contribution of these elements to the steady state elastic modulus were possible. What is more, the ability of the smooth muscle in these specimens to contract in vitro made it feasible to investigate the contribution of the muscular state to viscous and elastic constants of arterial walls.
PART III. CIRCUMFERENTIAL VISCOUS AND ELASTIC CONSTANTS MEASURED IN VITRO Results
The values for viscous and elastic constants of arterial walls containing smooth muscle relaxed in Ca-free solution containing EDTA are summarized in table 2.
To the extent that higher elastin content was present in regions with higher elastic constant a\, it can be said that a^ correlated with elastin concentration. However, if all the data Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of specimens. All determinations were done on each.
•Obtained from dogs three months old. »SD = 0.6 to 0.9. b SD = 0.9 to 1.5. C SD = 1.5 to 1.9.
available from table 2 are considered, an unassailable correlation cannot be made. For example, the ai of pulmonary artery is lower than is to be expected from its elastin concentration if the correlation is linear. This scatter in correlation suggests that the arrangement or structure of lamellae and other wall elements must contribute to the value of ai. If the Ci of pulmonary artery were higher than was to be expected from elastin then the relatively high collagen or high muscle of those arteries would be implicated. But this is not the case. The data of tables 1 and 2 suggest that the amount of collagen in the wall is not reflected in any of the measured constants in the range of tensions tested. The high collagen of the DAA might be related to the higher a* of that region except that the low collagen of MPA is also associated with a high a^. This failure to demonstrate a relation between collagen and elastic constants is in apparent disagreement with Roach and Burton 18 who found that aorta treated with formic acid to remove collagen had a lower Young's modulus than intact artery. Hass 8 interpreted similar findings in his own experiments to indicate that some elastin as well as collagen was removed by the formic acid treatment and substantiated this conclusion chemically. The present results support Hass since a.\ seems to be independent of the amount of collagen in an artery. There is a possibility, however, that the differences in collagen content among the specimens used in the present experiments were not great enough to be detected in the range of tensions investigated, a range where Roach and Burton found a small contribution from collagen.
Although the muscle was relaxed, it did seem to contribute to a 2 and TJ; the more muscle, the higher these constants. Even the high muscle content of the aortic arch, found in table 1, was reflected in a high value for these constants in table 2. However, this relaxed muscle did not apparently contribute to the magnitude of Oi.
All specimens with viable muscle in a more or less contracted state had higher elastic and viscous constants during the first stretch-release cycle than at steady state, since the single primed values exceed the double primed in table 3 which summarizes these data. Neosynephrine not only shortened the circumference and raised the tension ( fig. 5 ) but it also increased fli and 77, the increase being proportional to IT + AT/IT (figs. 8 and 9), and, therefore, to muscle concentration measured by other means because of figure 7 . The values Plot of values of the ratio af/af {defined in the text) versus the measure of muscle concentration, (IT + AT)/IT. Linear correlation and proportionality are clear. Regression analysis showed the slope to be 039 ± 0.002 and the line went through the origin. Plot of a t */b t = T) t * versus the measure of muscle concentration (IT + AT)/IT. Two relationships are suggested by this plot: a higher concentration of muscle is found with a higher viscosity of the wall when the muscle is contracted with Neo-synephrine; a certain minimal concentration of muscle is necessary in order for the viscosity to be noticed appreciably. 
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for a-* were also greater than a 2 " or a 2 ', suggesting that more muscle means a higher a?, but this relationship to muscle power was not clear-cut since the pulmonary artery responses could not be correlated with the number of cells alone.
No effort was made to analyze the form of the dose-response curve, following Burton and Stinson 20 who point out that a theory or model should be the basis of such an analysis. In general, however, the dose-response curves followed the same steep course reported by Burton and Stinson, 20 with one log unit between apparent threshold and maximal doses.
SOURCES OF ERROR IN MEASURING VISCO-ELASTICITY
The numbers reported in this study as viscous and elastic constants suffer from various errors. For example, when an arterial segment is stretched circumferentially, at small strains, the first effect is unbending the aorta without actually stretching it. The wall, in other words, has a resistance of about 3 g/cm to being straightened at small deformations. At larger deformations, this resistance is probably small in comparison with the resistance to elongation of the circumference. This factor would not introduce an error if longitudinal rather than circumferential strains were imposed as done by Lawton. 21 However, since muscular action is probably missed in longitudinal strips, this error at low strains was considered negligible in comparison with the sought for contribution of muscle. Another source of error is in the determination of the value of vessel thickness, h. For one thing, the thickness is less after stretch than before. This change was not taken into account in computing visco-elastic constants. Because of this, the values of ai, a 2 and r\ in table 1 are too small by a factor is /I//JO where hf, is the thickness of the wall as measured in the unstretched condition. The value of b 2 is not influenced by this error since it is a ratio of two factors which contain the same error; that is 02 and T). Not only does h depend on the amount of stretch, but it also varies around the circumference of any arterial segment; that is, none of the arteries were uniformly thick. The values of h, therefore, are not as reliable as proper use of the model requires for testing arterial properties. The error was not, however, considered large enough to invalidate the use of the computed constants for the purpose of correlating visco-elastic properties with microscopic anatomy.
Still other errors were inherent in the method of finding fc 2 . For this, the peak recorded tension was naturally called T mai . However, if inertial factors are large, this T max may be an overestimate. Computation of the possible inertial factor gives it as about +3$ of the total measured force. On the other hand, there is a slight dampening factor introduced by the resistance of the fluid surrounding the specimen when it was stretched. Considering the dimensions of the specimens and the extent of the strain, this error might have been about -2%. These two errors, inertia and fluid viscosity, would seem to cancel each other.
Another error was introduced into the value of ao, some of which was lost because the imposed stretch was not instantaneous, but took 12 to 20 msec to complete. The amount of a 2 lost is greater for high a 2 , for low TJ, and for forcings taking a long time (T) to complete. Thus the a** (* = ', " # ) in tables 2 and 3 are related to the real a 2 , called here for convenience, a 2 0 as a 2 '. (17) Naturally only an estimate of the fraction lost is possible, since the real a 2 1 0 is required for its computation. As a first approximation, the values for o 2 * from tables 2 or 3 could be used to find the amount of a-/ lost in the 12 to 20 msec required for the imposed length changes. It is always less than 0.7$.
Even more important, however, is the choice of T mln as the tension reached one second after the forcing. This is an arbitrary choice and is certainly not the exact value for T mfn . The error introduced affects both the values of Ci and of bo. A careful examination of four records shows that the error from this source may be as great as ±2.335. In any case, the error could be minimized by using Gradation Roeirch, VoL XIX, July 1966
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computer methods to find the precise time when the first exponential drop in tension changes into some other form of tension-time relation. For present purposes, this degree of inaccuracy may not invalidate the conclusions. However, it is essential that the limitations of the tabled values be known.
Discussion
In some respects the results of these experiments support the basic model. As predicted, the stress-relaxation curve follows an essentially exponential time course; the parallel elastic modulus, ai, increases with the amount of elastin and with muscle power; the series elastic and viscous constants increase, too, with muscle power. In other respects, however, the model failed to predict the results. If a-i and a 2 both reveal muscle power, as the model suggests, then ai*/a 2 * should be a constant ratio whatever the source of the muscle. In fact, however, ai # /a 2 * was considerably smaller for pulmonary artery than for aorta. This difference was also reflected in bo* which was similar for all aortic segments (P <0.005) and for all pulmonary (P<0.01) but not similar for the two arteries (P<0.5). It seems, indeed, that the visco-elastic properties of pulmonary artery muscle, particularly the ch. factors, are the more influenced by Neo-synephrine in the dose used here. The model also failed to predict that ai be apparently independent of the amount of collagen present in arterial segments in the range of tensions tested. However, a contribution to a\ from collagen must be considered very likely in the light of the results published by Roach and Burton. 18 The present finding of finite values for 02 and r] in the presence of relaxed muscle also needs explanation. Possible sources for this dissipation effect are protoplasmic resistance of the muscle cells or unfolding of wrinkled elastic lamellae. The latter is of interest because it would be worthwhile to know whether the corrugated state of elastic lamellae in the arterial wall is a resting or imposed state. If a resting state, there should be a resistance to unfolding. If an imposed state, there still GrcuUtion Research, Vol. XIX. JuJy 1966 might be some such resistance. There are several ways of imposing the wrinkled state: Luft 18 published photographs which show them straight when muscle is relaxed and wrinkled when muscle is contracted. Wolinsky and Glagov 16 found some distribution in the lengths which could be a source of wrinkling in some or could indicate a resting wrinkled state. Van Citters et al. 1B attribute the wrinkling to formalin fixation, while Bunce 17 demonstrates that collapsed vessels have more wrinkled lamellae. All these factors must operate; therefore, the wrinkling must be present in the segments with and without contracted muscle. Even though values for Co 0 and TJ° (in EDTA) parallel the measured amounts of muscle in arterial specimens, unwrinkling of lamellae probably also contributes to these constants.
The results of these experiments show that it may be possible for stress-relaxation of arterial walls to occur fast enough to influence its behavior in vivo. This conclusion derives from the time constants of stress-relaxation (I/&2) which show that the relaxation took place well within a fraction of a second. In fact, if the muscle was completely relaxed, the time was even too fast to be found in vivo. On the other hand, specimens with contracted muscle responded more slowly, but still within one second. This finding is of interest since the model used by Peterson et al. 5 is a differential equation which has a physical counterpart of a spring in parallel with a dashpot and is therefore simpler than the model used for the present study. The simpler model would not explain stress-relaxation in vitro although it seems to be adequate to describe in vivo behavior. Whether stress-relaxation does apply to in vivo findings may be settled by looking critically for discrepancies between actual pressure curves and those predicted by the two models. If the simpler model suffices it should be considered superior even if it is not entirely consistent with all the arterial behavior, since its simplicity conveys greater utility.
Since the length-tension curves derived in this study were linear within a range of in vivo tensions, another matter might be considered: that is, the finding of a nonlinear pressure-volume relationship even in the in vivo range. In other words, the coefficient of volume elasticity, K, is not a constant even though the linear elastic modulus, Ci, is. This apparent contradiction may be clarified with the model used for these experiments.
The coefficient of volume elasticity, K, is defined as the change in pressure, dP, associated with a given change in volume, dV, or = dP/dV.
(20)
Consider steady state tensions existing only when the series elastic rod R2 was at its minimal length, or when I? = l% 0 . Under these conditions, the pressure P, which is tension divided by radius, would simply be P = a 1 h(li-h 0 )/ph (21) where p = 1/2TT. The relationship in equation 21 has been more fully developed by the author previously. 1 For simplicity, set aji = a! which is still a constant by the assumption that the thickness, h, is constant and differentiate equation 21 with respect to h to get dP/dl 1 = a'l lo /pl 1 2 .
Since the volume V of the aorta of length L and circumference h can be found from geometry to be
a value for dV/dlx would be dV/dl 1 = Ll 1 /Tr.
Divide the RHS of equation 22 by the RHS of 24 to get K from equation 20 as
which must be put into terms of P and V in order to see whether K can be expected to be constant if h changes. To do this, solve equation 23 for Z1 2 as 
If a plot of P versus V were to be made for a tube whose walls were Hookian in behavior as exemplified by a constant a', then the volume coefficient K would still not be constant since K depends not only on the ratio of P to V but also on hjh -h 0 which certainly varies as the volume increases. This analysis is consistent with published pressure-volume curves. This conclusion can also be reached by expressing K in terms of a' by substituting equation 26 for h 2 in 25; this gives = a'h o 7r/l 1 V.
Thus, if a' is constant, K will change as volume, V, and circumference, l\, increase. There remains the possibility that the distribution of visco-elastic constants found in this study may be used with an analysis reported by the author 22 to investigate the reasons for changes 28 in the shape of aortic pressure curves down the aorta. 24 If this could be done satisfactorily, it would be possible to quantify the anatomical constituents of an aorta from in vivo pressure curves. This is, after all, the ultimate aim of studies like the present one.
